Advance care planning for patients with advanced neurology diseases
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Background: Advanced neurology diseases including motor neuron disease (MND) are usually progressive life-limiting illness and could be devastating for patients, families and caregivers. Although medical technologies, such as enteral feeding and non-invasive ventilation, may prolong life expectancy of the patients, their utilization prompts important ethical questions in regard to their quality of life (QoL). Little attention had been paid on how ACP practice would practically help with patients suffering from different neurology diseases. We are unaware of any published studies on ACP practice among patients with different neurology diseases. In our study, we assessed end-of-life (EOL) care preferences, documentation, and communication in patients with various types of advanced neurology diseases.

Methods: This was a retrospective chart review of all patients referred to the neuro-palliative care team (NPCT) in a local acute hospital in Hong Kong. The study was approved by the institutional review board of the University of Hong Kong. NPCT consultation was hand abstracted from the electronic health record if there was a subspecialty palliative care (PC) consultation note during the study period. Hand abstraction of data also included any content related to advance care planning (ACP) [advance directive (AD), resuscitation order, ventilator support, artificial feeding, patient wishes, legacy].

Results: For patient who signed AD, items including cardiopulmonary resuscitation (100%), mechanical ventilation (100%), artificial nutrition and hydration (80%) were mentioned more frequently than other EOL interventions. For patients who had ACP but without AD, the most common diagnosis is bad stroke (60%). Place of death, artificial nutrition and hydration were most mentioned EOL interventions.

Conclusions: EOL decision making in patients with advanced neurology disease is often delayed. This study showed that MND patients are readier to discuss their EOL issues and signed their AD. The NPCT can play a valuable role in EOL discussions in patients with advanced neurology diseases under collaboration between the PC and the neurology teams.
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Introduction

Advanced neurology diseases including motor neuron disease (MND) are usually progressive life-limiting illness and could be devastating for patients, families and caregivers (1-3). Although medical technologies, such as enteral feeding and non-invasive ventilation, may prolong life expectancies of patients, their utilization prompts important ethical questions in regards to patients’ quality of life (QoL) (4).
End-of-life (EOL) decision-making in the context of advanced neurology disease may be complex and challenging for patients, families and health professionals as patients suffering from the disease involve variety in age groups. In this context, advanced care planning (ACP), that could encourage the discussion of patient’s preference in some form of advance directive (AD) before physical or cognitive decline, could help facilitating patient in the acceptance of the disease with documentation. APC would ideally occur prior to initiating life-sustaining treatments, such as nutritional support or non-invasive ventilation, and the circumstances under which patients would want these withdrawn should be considered (4). Circumstances under which patients who were undergoing the nutritional or ventilator support would want these withdrawn anytime should be carefully considered as well. ADs are designed to enable patients to participate in critical life-sustaining decisions (e.g., refusal of life-sustaining treatment), in consideration to patient autonomy and dignity towards EOL (5).

In clinical practice, caregivers and other relatives would be asked to make EOL or critical medical decisions if patients had not undersigned AD. Such decision-making was proven to elicit distress in family members (6) and in addition did not always lead to decisions consistent with patients' wishes (7).

Various efforts have been made in the last three decades in supporting a certain amount of patients to make informed decisions at the EOL, the most notable being the ACP (7). During the ACP process, patients are encouraged to complete AD documenting specific medical treatment preferences (e.g., a living will) and to designate a healthcare proxy (i.e., durable power of attorney for health care or healthcare proxy) in the event that they are unable to make decisions for themselves (8). The use of ADs in the Hong Kong has been steadily increasing, with completion rates as high as 70% reported in some studies (9).

Nowadays, healthcare professionals generally agree that facilitation of ACP discussions between the patient and proxy and provision of information reflecting the evolving course of the neurology disease should occur regularly during admissions or patient clinic visits (10). Both AD with refusal of cardiopulmonary resuscitation and do not attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation (DNACPR) order could be updated in the electronic health care system. This could facilitate a comprehensive care process and reduce unnecessary invasive interventions when patients were admitted under acute medical conditions.

According to the literature, few extant studies of EOL care in patients with advanced neurology diseases have focused on general experiences of EOL caregiving (11). We are unaware of any published studies on ACP practice among patients with different neurology diseases. In our study, we assessed EOL care preferences, documentation, and communication in patients with various types of advanced neurology diseases.

**Methods**

By using retrospective chart review, advanced neurology patients who referred to the neuro-palliative care team (NPCT) in a local acute hospital in Hong Kong. The diagnoses of advanced neurology disease were confirmed by attending neurologists. During the visit, each patient was evaluated by a collaborative NPCT consisted of a neurologist, a palliative physician, a palliative nurse and a social worker.

NPCT has regular joint activities including ward round and palliative clinic outpatients involving both neurology and palliative care (PC) teams. The joint round is held in both neurology and also PC wards. The purpose of joint ward round is to screen PC needs, provide on-site symptom advice, psychosocial support and end of life for advanced neurology patients. The parent team will introduce PC team to patients, explain the disease prognosis and consider any other alternatives for medical treatments.

During these consultative visits, any discussion on EOL care, preferences on ventilation and others like DNACPR would be noted in the patient’s chart. Other documentation included duration of the disease, lung function test and bulbar function. Those on invasive mechanical ventilation will be excluded. All statistical analyses were performed by SPSS 22.

Those adult patients (>18 years old) referred to the NPCT from the period of January 2016 to March 2017 were included in this study. The demographical and clinical data were received from hospital electronic record (HER). The neurology diseases included bad stroke, end-stage Parkinsonism, MND, advanced multiple sclerosis and end-stage Parkinsonism. Other neurology diagnosis including intracranial hemorrhage or brain metastasis will be excluded.

NPCT consultation was hand abstracted from the HER if there was a subspecialty PC consultation note during the study period. Hand abstraction of data also included any content related to ACP (AD, DNACPR, ventilator support, artificial feeding, patient wishes, legacy) which are the
NPCT standard discussion.

Statistical analysis

The overall data was summarized, and divided into two subgroups based on the category of AD (i.e., AD and non-AD). t-test was used to examine the relationship between AD and continuous variables while the Fisher exact test or chi-squared test for categorical variables. P value of less than 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

Results

The sample populations

Between January 2016 and March 2017, a total of 28 patients were referred based on the inclusion criteria. The range of participants’ age was 23–91 years, including 15 males and 13 females; all Hong Kong Chinese patients; 15 (56%) were married. EOL issues were discussed at the first consultative visit in 26 participants (93%). Six (24%) out of 25 patients were mentally incompetent.

One patient was excluded as he was on ventilator in the first consultation. Ten participants (75%) made the decision for AD in case of their condition deteriorated in PC consultative visits. No patient asked for use of mechanical ventilation.

From 10 participants with AD, 7 (70%) had MND diagnosis. The range of time between diagnosis and first consultative visit was 1–94 months (mean, 6.8 months). However, 80% of patients decided AD at the initial visit of NPCT.

The mean (SD) age of AD participants was 51.4 (18.1) years old and 60% of them were female (Table 1). AD patients were younger, more likely to have MND diagnosis and bulbar palsy than non-AD patients (P<0.05). The mean number of PC consultations (1.5 vs. 1.8, P<0.05) are similar in both groups. The types and contents of the ACP are summarized in Table 2.

For patient who signed AD, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (100%), mechanical ventilation (100%),...
artificial nutrition and hydration (80%) was mentioned more frequently than other EOL interventions. For patients who had ACP but without AD, the most common diagnosis is bad stroke (60%). Place of death, artificial nutrition and hydration were most mentioned EOL interventions in this group of patients.

Discussion

It is often crucial for healthcare workers to draw attention to the decision of EOL for advanced neurology patient. Our result is encouraging as it showed most MND patients could sign their AD in the initial PC consultative visits. Previous study showed patients with MND would like the chance to get involved for EOL discussion with their doctors in-charge (2). Our finding was coherent to this. A significant portion of our patients also took part in discussion of EOL issues at the first clinic visit by NPCT.

One study showed that although majority (>80%) of patients believed that their doctors in-charge would like to understand their preferences for EOL management, only small number of patients (<10%) had actually made the discussion with them (2). Therefore, there remains a marked discrepancy between patient expectation and actual discussion for EOL management in MND patients.

Although there are extensive studies for EOL issues in patients with advanced oncology diseases or some advanced medical illness (11), there is only patchy information regarding the counterparts for advanced neurology patient. As a result, consensus is difficult to be made if EOL issues are to be discussed with such group of patients. Given the gradual deterioration of MND, it usually allows enough time to prepare patients and their families for EOL discussions (12). Another study showed that approaches for EOL in patients with MND might vary due to several demographical factors (12). However, little has been mentioned in the literature when EOL issues should be addressed.

Despite there are usually several months after the diagnosis of MND till the DNA or order (12), our study showed that most patients would decide for EOL issues at their first visit. It may be postulated that most MND patients have considered their EOL wishes well before the topic is raised by their healthcare providers. We advocate that decisions regarding resuscitation should be explored early in the disease course, especially at the point of initial diagnosis. This is supported by the fact that not only patients are willing to consider EOL care early; it should also be discussed in a timely manner before debilitation. It is well understood that no premature EOL discussion should be initiated before the diagnosis of MND is supported by a neurologist. However, as patient may deteriorate rapidly and unpredictably after each visit, they may become too moribund for any meaningful communication in the future, exploration of EOL plan and introduction of PC early in the disease course would be advisable. For example, during the natural course of MND, there might be unfavorable scenarios having MND patients with respiratory distress undergoing emergency intubation against his or her wishes because there was no EOL decision in place.

Our initiative for early discussion of EOL care echoed the views by other investigators (4). As patient's preferences may differ over the course of the disease (11), we suggest open discussion and continuous education with patients during subsequent follow up visits.

In fact, PC, neurology and respiratory physicians have pivotal role in patients suffered from MND. As commonly observed, the terminal event in these patients involves a progressive respiratory distress, as reflected by a deteriorating lung function test. However, it is very often difficult to discuss such sensitive issue when the patient's condition becomes unfit. And respiratory physician might not be in their good position to discuss in-depth with the advanced neurology patients without the support from the PC team.

Bearing this in mind, this retrospective analysis seems to stress the key role of the clinicians for patients with MND. Although any health care professional can help patients with MND for early discussion of EOL, since PC physicians are more experienced in managing terminal illness, the PC physicians are perhaps the most competent personnel to address EOL issues with these patients. However, currently many neuromuscular centers may not be equipped with a PC physician/nurse to see MND or other advanced neurology disease patients. As a result, our collaborative NPCT set up a good example to provide ACP for those advanced neurology patients in an acute hospital.

From previous studies, factors that seemed to have minimal influence in EOL decision making include time to definitive diagnosis and the severity of the restrictive lung condition. One study found that MND patients’ functional status would not affect their EOL decision (13). One of the drawbacks of our study is the fact that it consisted of retrospective analysis and the disease groups are quite heterogeneous. Apart from that, as only one center was involved in carrying out all the EOL discussion, it is understandable that the limited number
of physicians involved may influence patients’ perception and decision. One study by Moss and colleagues found, in 1993, that physician bias can affect EOL decision making in MND patients (14). As a result, efforts were taken to minimize the effect of personal bias.

Many ADs addressed life-prolonging or EOL treatments such as invasive mechanical ventilation and artificial nutrition. These results are similar to those of other studies involving patients with heart failure (15), left ventricular assist devices (16), implantable cardiac defibrillators (17), pacemakers (18), and renal palliative patients (19). Today, many AD forms prompt patients to document their EOL preferences pertaining to specific life-prolonging measures.

Our NPCT would also address on legacy and last wish for ACP. This is important as most of our patients are expected to be young and has active roles, thus accompanied with many unfinished business (20). Our approach would help to address the psycho-spiritual stress suffered.

On the other hand, those non-AD patients especially bad stroke patients referred to NPCT were unable to discuss their AD in our study. This group of patients might require closer follow up for their EOL decision by providing necessary information, explanation and some might even require emotional and practical support when facing challenges. It is suggested that PC team could provide home visit in order to help them to complete their ACP.

Conclusions

EOL decision making in patients with advanced neurology disease is often delayed. This study showed that MND patients were likely to be ready to discuss their EOL issues and signed their AD. The NPCT can play an important role in EOL discussions in patients with advanced neurology diseases under collaboration between the PC and the neurology teams.
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